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Notes on Nonfiction RA 
 
• Narrative nonfiction is just nonfiction that tells a story. 
 
• Nonfiction has more appeal factors to wade through when doing RA. 
 
• Because of the extra appeal factors, it can be harder to find “read-

alikes”. 
 
• Keep in mind the many angles on one subject - check where patron is 

coming from. 

 
 

 



Appeal Factors for Nonfiction* 
pacing - how the story moves 

characterization- real can be more interesting   
storyline - the plot, related to subject 

language - the writing 
setting - location location 
 learning/experience-whaddyaknow 

detail - all the whats 
tone - all the feels 
 

 
 
 

*Neal Wyatt is indeed a Golden God 



Up Your Nonfiction Game 
• As with any Readers’ Advisory practice– read widely, talk to family, 

friends, and coworkers, track the buzz, haunt the stacks and keep a 
reading journal. 

 
• To get good at RA for nonfiction, think in pairs or groups - if you do RA 

for Fiction, suggest a nonfiction pairing. Think like a sommelier! 
 
Example:  
If you liked (or are waiting for) Circling the Sun by Paula McClain, try the 
memoir West With the Night by Beryl Markham. Other memoirs that have 
similar appeal factors? Out of Africa by Isak Dinesen. (Bonus tip, make sure 
your displays are integrated across your collection!) 

 



Memoir 

• Memoirs, unlike biographies or autobiographies, generally focus on smaller 
stretches of a person’s life, or indeed, only on one aspect or event in a 
person's life. 

• Generally focus on the personal growth gained due to the life experiences 
and are more intimate. 

• People are curious about people’s lives to look for perspective on their own 
lives, instructions on how to (or not) live. 

• Memoirs can connect readers better with historical times or events. 
• Don’t assume a memoir reader will like a biography  
 



Memoir: Classic/Go-To 



Memoir: Trends 



Memoir: New(ish) Titles 



Memoir: Personal Favorites 



Food And Home 

Check the IACP and the James Beard awards, get to know the big food bloggers.   
 

• Listen for a few things in the readers’ advisory interview that will help you. Readers 
may reference history/culture/politics or they might talk about the fun and comfort of 
food books. 

 
• For newbies, briefly describe some approaches to food writing and see which sparks 

interest. You can also ask what shows readers  like on Food TV, The Cooking Channel, 
and BRAVO. They might be interested in the food science shows or  the chef star shows. 

 
• Helping with books about “home” is a little less straightforward, but this is where 

understanding appeal is key! There are narrative books out there, and information 
based books that have a narrative arc.  Ask about magazines and TV shows.  



Food And Home: Classic/Go-To 



Food And Home: Trends 



Food And Home:New(ish) Titles  



Food And Home: Personal Favorites 



Business and Professional Development 
•What makes business and professional development books different from 

any other non-fiction genre is that readers expect to get something out of 

them.  They are read for specific reasons and not typically for general 

pleasure. 

•Readers are looking for insight, practical help and guidance. 

•The reputation of the author can be the biggest appeal. 

•Books that will most appeal to readers need to have clear writing and a 

good narrative style. 

•Popular topics include leadership, self improvement, time management, 

marketing, project management and career development. 
 



Business & Professional Dev: Classics 



Business & Professional Dev: Trends 



Business & Professional Dev: New 



Science and Technology 

● Some of the greatest nonfiction books about science read like novels. 

They borrow topics, appeal factors and narrative tricks from science 

fiction, fantasy, horror and the biggest draw yet may be that they are 

real. 

● The appeal of the genre is growing in popularity as younger generations 

are exposed to the wonders of learning STEM and publishers are 

scrambling to keep up with demand. 

● A continuing trend to make science and technology titles more 

accessible and appealing to general readers creates huge opportunities 

for libraries. 
 



Science and Technology: Favorites 



Science and Technology: New 



Science and Technology: Trends 



History 



History: Classics 



History: Trends 



History: New 



History: Favorites 



Arts and Entertainment 



Arts and Entertainment: Classics 



Arts and Entertainment: Trends 



Arts and Entertainment: New Titles 



Arts and Entertainment: Favorites 



 
 
 
 
 

Indispensable books filed with how-tos, important key authors, 
meaty lists, tips and tricks for improving your nonfiction and RA 

game!  
 

The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Nonfiction by Neal Wyatt, 
 ALA Editions, 2008 

Readers’ Advisory in the Public Library by Joyce Saricks, 
ALA Editions, 2005  

 

 
 


